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Summer Hill Inn is a story about three travelers, William and his wife Martha, and her sister Mary who
decide to travel to Raleigh North Carolina to attend a family funeral. After picking up Mary in South
Carolina, Will decides to take a less traveled road instead of turning around and picking up I-40 in order to
save time. Several miles later, Martha notices that they have left the main highway and are on a much
smaller road and fears that they are lost. She voices her concern to her husband and asks him if he has taken
a wrong turn. William pulls over to the side of the road, turns off the car, and asks Martha for the map. She
fishes it out of the glove compartment, trying her best not to criticize him for the delay, and hands the map to
him. Tracing his finger over the correct route, he realizes his mistake and tells his passengers that he just has
to go back a few miles and then they will be able to get back on 15/501. He hands the map back to his wife
and turns the key in the ignition. The car emits a clicking noise, William takes a deep breath and turns the
key again. Now there is not even a clicking noise. William exits the car, goes around to the front and pulls up
the hood. Not being a mechanic, William can't find out what is wrong. Will returns to the car and asks Mary
if she has a cell phone. William explains that he and Martha hadn't as yet bought a cell phone because they
were still trying to figure out the best prices, besides they have a land phone and hadn't really seen the need
to spend the extra money. (Martha grits her teeth and refrains from telling her husband that she had told him
that they needed a cell phone for just such an emergency). Mary looks in her purse and after several minutes
of searching, she realizes she must have left her phone on the kitchen counter. Martha, who is now upset, is
unable to keep her words from becoming an accusation when asking William what they were supposed to do
without transportation or a cell phone t
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From reader reviews:

Shellie Toy:

Spent a free time and energy to be fun activity to complete! A lot of people spent their down time with their
family, or their own friends. Usually they accomplishing activity like watching television, likely to beach, or
picnic from the park. They actually doing same every week. Do you feel it? Do you need to something
different to fill your own personal free time/ holiday? Can be reading a book may be option to fill your free
time/ holiday. The first thing that you'll ask may be what kinds of guide that you should read. If you want to
consider look for book, may be the e-book untitled Summer Hill lnn can be excellent book to read. May be it
may be best activity to you.

Celina Ziolkowski:

The actual book Summer Hill lnn has a lot of knowledge on it. So when you read this book you can get a lot
of profit. The book was compiled by the very famous author. Mcdougal makes some research before write
this book. This specific book very easy to read you can get the point easily after reading this book.

Jon Gonzalez:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 or 15 minute in your day time to upgrading your mind
proficiency or thinking skill even analytical thinking? Then you are experiencing problem with the book
when compared with can satisfy your small amount of time to read it because this all time you only find
book that need more time to be learn. Summer Hill lnn can be your answer given it can be read by you
actually who have those short extra time problems.

Floyd Alling:

Is it anyone who having spare time then spend it whole day through watching television programs or just
lying on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Summer Hill lnn can be the answer, oh how
comes? It's a book you know. You are and so out of date, spending your time by reading in this brand-new
era is common not a geek activity. So what these publications have than the others?
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